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Divinity original sin chevalier de la mort



The equipment is divided into several categories and levels of rarity: Common, Unusual, Rare, Epic, Legendary, Divine, Unique. You'll get rarer subjects as you progress through the story. The scarcity indicates the number of additional attributes on the equipment. These features are generated more or less randomly,
and can also bring skill when equipping an object. The level of rarity of objects that can be obtained randomly depends on your level. For example, you will start to find divine equipment (in prey or with dealers) only from level 16 of your characters (which can be mistakenly mistaken for unique equipment). Unlike the
others, the unique equipment is unique, their statistics are not random and their obtaining is guaranteed (either in combat prey, in a safe or as a reward for the search). In addition, it is possible, later in the game, to develop these unique equipment to a higher level of character, by selling certain NPC at some point in the
game. It is therefore advisable to keep them precious (you can store them in the Ladies of Vengeance chest of Chapter 3). Navigation:Law 1: Chapters 2 and 3 Law 2: Chapter 4 Law 3: Chapter 5 Law 1 Here is an inexhaustible list of unique equipment that can be obtained during Law 1. Name Type Getting details Migo
ring ring given achillée, and then picked up on his body, quest Deadly Gheist Level 1 Speaker skill Restoration Arch liked Arc Found in purse, in a pile of sand near hidden alcove before Fort Joy Level 2, dexterity 10 gloves teleportation gloves picked up on the body of a sea crocodile (quest The teleporter) Level 2 ,
Intelligence 10 Speakers Burro Mass Gourdination Skills on one hand picked up at Burro level body 2 , Force 10 turtle claw wand picked up on dark turtles contaminated by void (Optional Fight 2) Level 2, Intelligence 10 Axe servant axe with one hand picked up on the body of Limace Level 2, force 10 Flat Armor Hildur
chest sold by Hilde at Fort, or picked up at his corpse level 2, force 10Rea 10% melee type crowd like stick needle damage picked up on Body Level 3 , Intelligence 10 Waltz stick picked up on body waltz level 3, Intelligence 10 Griff dagger plant bark picked up at Griff body level 3, dexterity 10 Saheila amulet box given by
Amyro (Quest Trapped Elf) Level 3 Kalia sword tip Fort Joy or picked up on it Level 3, Force 10A can cause Braccus Rex Lance Shock state obtained during Fanor Spiritual Jar Quest Level 3, Dexterity 10Pout cause petridification, Slow Gawin chest armor dress picked up on Gawin's body (quest Teleporter) Level 3,
Intelligence 10 Abstinence Dagger picked up on body Kniles cutter level 4, dexterity 11Seaveseure to cause silence Chasteté Dague picked up on the body kniles, dexterity 11Peut inflict bleeding crossbow crossbow crossbow found in the neighborhood dog handler , Fort Joy Prison (Quest In search of EmmieLevel 4,
Dexterity 11Bee applied slow bow Holind Arca picked up on the body of Magister Holinda near the palace gate of Fort Joie Level 4, Dexterity 11 Cape of Magister Chest Armor picked up on the body of Magistera Dayve in the port of Fort Joie (Optional Combat 6) Level 4) , Intelligence 11See 11% Theor Belt Ceinturon
type damage obtained during the search Spiritual jar Fanora Level 4 Belt disintegration Terramancien belt decomposition manmancien in Exsangue Marshes (optional combat 8) Level 4 Magister Trippel's Sword The two-handed sword picked up the body of Magister Trippel in the courtyard of Fort Joie (election fight 7)
Level 4 , Force 11 Mass Magister Orivand Two-handed Mass picked up on the body of Magister Grand Judge Orivand in the Hall of Penance (election fight 5) Level 4, Force 11 Simple pendant Amulet On skeleton in cell pole vault Fort Joy, available by the back room where the Magisters (search In search of Emmie)
Level 4 Plastron of Migo chest armor picked up on Migo Body, Quest Deadly Gheist Level 4, Force 11 Ring of Intelligence Ring found in the sand at Void Salamandra Beach (election fight 11) Level 51 runa Crossbow crossbow picked up on the body of a Magister ranger outside the armory (quest nothing to lose) Level 5,
Dexterity 11 Sword of the Magister sword with one hand Picked up on the body of the swordsman Magister you face Gareth outside the armory (quest nothing to lose) Level 5 , Force 11 Single-handed mass lighting picked on Scapor's corpse (Search for Grilled Pigs) Level 5, Force 11Condfure Necroflammes, Crossbow
Shadow Burn given Ifan by Zaleskar in Exangues Marshes Level 5, Dexterity 11Confederate chameleonic coat deep amulet amulet picked up at year depth (option combat 10) Level 6Immunise versus waterproofing1 Collar picked on body red blanks Salamandra (option fight 11) Level 61 runa Ring braccus ring picked up
on the body of Trompdoy (Quest Underground Complex Braccus RexRazina 6Work Damn Holder, even once removed (use Blessed remove modifications) Trompdoy axe hachette with one hand picked up on the body Trompdoy (quest Underground complex Braccus Rex) Level 6 , Force 11Apeut cause shock condition
other leather gloves found in the sand on the beach Salamandra gaps (optional fight 11) Level 6 , Dexterity 111 fleeces Radeka Wand Epine picked up on Radeka's body (Quest Purified DragonLevel 6, Intelligence 111 Rune Knaap Shield sold exter at Amadia Shrine Level 6, Constitution 111 Rune Blade hallorn Dague
picked up on Kerban's body on Revenge Lady (Chapter 3) Level 6, Dexterity 11 Tears Astarte ring sold gratiana at Amadia Sanctuary Level 6Confederate Master Tide Restoration Baton Restoration Baton Restoration Baton At Exangues Marshes Level 6 , Intelligence 11Confeederat Arcane Archery Helmet Mask found in
the sand on the beach salamandra gaps (option fight 11) Level 6, Force 111 fleece Size Cut two-handed hatch sold by Zaleskar in Marais Exsangues level 6, Force 11 Oratory skills at the heart of the corrupt tyrannical helmet Melee helmet in the former Braccus Rex Armory (The Armory Quest) Level 6, Force 11Works
Heat on the holder - unless equipped with the other 3 pieces of armor (excluding ring and weapon)pure giving skill But can bring out the Demon (enemy) Heart of the tyrant's chest armor in the gentle room of the mysterious cave (quest underground complex Braccus RexRazina 6, Force 11Work Bearer Burn, unless it is
equipped with the other 3 pieces of armor (excluding ring and weapon)1 fleece Prints tyrant Boots On the corpse on top of an insulated tower northeast of Fort Joy (search artifacts tyrant) Level 6, force 11Work Handicap for holder , unless it is equipped with the other 3 pieces of armor (outside the ring and weapons) , in
the basements of Fort Joy, inspect the statue of Braccus Rex with perception 15 (search Spiritual jar Fanora) Level 6, Force 11Work slowness to the bearer, unless equipped with the other 3 pieces of armor (outside the ring and weapons) Hands tyrannated gloves found in the tomb, in the tower Braccus Rex (quest Spell
worse than death) Level 6 , Force 11Works disease change on its wearer, unless it is equipped with the other 3 pieces of armor (except rings and weapons) Coat Alexander chest armor picked up on the body (Final Chapter 2) Level 8, Intelligence 12 Lecturer blinding radiation1 fleece - Back to the top of the page - Law
2 Type Name Getting Copper Ring Details Ring Picked up in water west of Flottebois (Quest Lost Alliance) Level 8Rendu to Lagan to Complete the Search and get CROSSbow XP in a crossbow in a locked barrel at the bottom of a warehouse in the basement of flottebois fishing (Strange Cargo) Cargo Level 8, Dexterity
121 rounds Fancy Gloves / Gloves of Acquisition Gloves Offered by June the Fringante in Flottebois if you tell her about Nemia (Chapter 4-1) Level 8, Dexterity 12 Ring of Ring Sourcer In the Magisters Barracks Prison in Flottebois (Chapter 4-11) Level 9 Speaker of the Skill Of Fire Slug Summoning Amadio Shield Sold
by Haran the Float dealer Level 9, Constitution 12Meet 10% body-to-body damage1 run dagger fancy dagger offered by Lohar after he agreed to investigate Mordus (Chapter 4-1) Level 9 , Skill 12Konfeders Tendon Breaker Chamore Doran Wand Sold Ovis Floatwood Merchant Level 9, Intelligence 12Peut cause sleep.
Immunised against sleep speaker skill spray1 runa Baran Levere ring bargaining ring in one of Baran Levere's chest (quest Trader) Level 9Confederates Skill Baran Dagger is an electrifying dagger skill picked up on Baran Levere's body at Floatbois Tavern (Quest Merchant) Level 9, Dexterity 121 runa Baran Dagger is a
burning dagger picked up on Baran Levere's body in Floatbois Tavern (Quest Merchant) Level 9, Dexterity 121 runa Brand of the Lone Wolf Amulet Picked on the body of Baran Levere in the tavern of Flottebois (quest The Merchant) Level 9Confederates skill Muselage1 rune Cimeterre of Genius Sword this hand offered
by the Genius of the Magic Lamp for a wish of power, Force 121 rounds Hanal Lechet Two-handed Axe In a locked trunk near a destroyed caravan Before arriving at Flottebois (chapter 4-1) Level 9, Force 12Inflige Cold Shot Raised Blade Sword with two hands In a barrel locked at the bottom of the fish warehouse, in the
basement of Flottebois Fishing (Quest Strange Cargo) Level 9, Force 121 Rune Racht Muvora Armor Sold Casse-Tibia flottebois level 9, dexterity 12Conffederi competency Climate coolingReaves 20% vard type damage from Layal Arc Vard In locked trunk in house Mordus in Flottebois Freedom Level 9, Dexterity 121
runa Armor jewels found on a dead dwarf in a mountain camp, in the hills west of Flottebois (chapter 4-2) Level 10, Force 12See 20% crowd-like Mirror of the desperation shield picked up in the weapons room Reaper Creek (chapter 4-2) Level 11, Constitution 12See 20% body damage1 run breaking spear in the chest
of the tomb Shadows (Questa Family Affair) Level 11 , Dexterity 12A Single Use (1 Sustainability) Echo Ripping Crossbow Torn in Weapons Room Reaper Creek (Chapter 4-2) Level 11, Dexterity 12Conferat skill theft arrows1 Rune Forge-Storm mass on one hand picked up in the weapons room Spitr Creek (Chapter 4-
2) Level 11 , Force 12 speaker closed circle skills Danna Dumora armor picked up after the fight against Ghalann, Elf heir (Option Fight 3) Level 11 , Intelligence 12 No blinding boots obtained during The Rest of the Heroes Quest Level 12 Captain Amulet Compass Amulet picked up in Pacificr (Quest Too Much Sorrow
drown Level 121 Rune Limited Edition Fingal Boyd Arc sold by Fingal Boyd on prairies if you manage to persuade her to sell better goods (chapter) 4-3) Level 12, Dexterity 121-runa Pride pryce dagger found on the body of Conway Pryce (in the grave) (quest Bury past) Level 12 , Dexterity 121 fleece arc deer antler bow
picked up on deer hunter, in Chaucer's grave (Quest Prey of Choice) Level 12, Dexterity 121 fleece Speaker skill Sniper sniper shirt very silent gazebo Armor picked up on the body of the Silent Observer, in the meadow, in front of the hut where Gareth was first located (Chapter 4-3) Level 12, Dexterity 12Work Silence to
Bearer1 rune Lohar's Two-handed Source Hammer Mass by Given Lohar as a reward for search A Shadow on Fleet (Chapter 4-2) 12 , Force 12Condfing Reversal assigned Skill Assault1 runo ring Hannah Ring found in the fuel filling kit offered by Pryce (Quest Infestation) Burying the Past Level 13 Speaker Jonathan
Earthquake Handouts Picked up on the ground near Gareth's parents' farm in the Paradise Highlands (Quest Burying the Past) Level 13, Skill 12 Visha helmet helmet obtained during the search Remains of the Hero 13 Level , Force 12 Xhaxh is a parasitic rot stick Freedom Level 13, Intelligence 121 runa Magister Armor
Coat picked up on a white magister in an alchemist's workshop, in black pits cave (chapter 4-4) Level 13, Intelligence 121 fleece Halla brilliant ribbon belt obtained during the quest Rest of heroes Level 14 Ring engrossing Dao Almira (quest Request of Almira) Level 14Cofediras the mental dominance of the amulet skill
amulet rain found in the chest buried in a grassy slate, after the battle against the dean , in the Paradise Plateau (optional combat 12) Level 14Confederate rain shield life shield skills obtained during the search A bark of the most protective Level 14, Constitution 131 Rune Favor justinia gloves obtained during the quest
Rest of heroes Level 14, dexterity 13 Iconic crossbow Lynx eye crossbow picked up on Lynx, at Tranchebois Scierie (chapter 4-5) Level 14, Dexterity 131 Runa spear enemy Lance gave Tovah as award for search Elf Guessesse Level 14 , Dexterity 131 Runa Fire stick Picked up at Eau-de-Feu, at Tranchebois Scierie
(Chapter 4-5) Level 14, Intelligence 131 runa Elder WandEd picked up on the Dean of Passages, in Paradisiacal Heights (option fight 12) Level 14, Intelligence 13 Speaker Skill Reactive Armor1 runa Emrach Armor sold by Basatan, Master of Desire, on Bloody Moon Island Level 15, Force 131 Runa heist axe Two axes
picked up on body dead pillar Black Circle , on Bloody Moon Island (Chapter 4-6) Level 15, Force 131 Rune Gloves Destroyer Gloves Collected on Undead Destroyer Black Circle, on Bloody Moon Island (Chapter 4-6) Level 15, Force 13Confed Reactive Armor Reactive Armor Two-Handed Axe Elven picked up on
Mama-la-Douce, at Tranchebois Scierie (Chapter 4-5) Level 15, Force 13As apply Hemorrhage1 fleece blade black circle sword on the arm Obtained during quest No exit Level depends on your (evolves with you)Wear Spider Silk gloves received as reward for search The Tisseuse Level depends on your time to get it,
intelligenceInflige contact poisoning - Back to the top of the page - Law 3 Type name Getting details Broken anti-Source necklace turned into amulet amay picked up on Gareth's body in case of conflict against Alexander Level 71 rounds Scapegoancy black round dag Familiar face 16, Dexterity 12 Speaker Skill
Assassination1 Runa Divine Punishment Stick picked up on Alexander's Body Level 16, intelligence 131-run True Vision Cap helmet obtained during search shoppers like no other or picked up on the body of Alexandar level 16, Intelligence 13Cofederates the misleading dissipation of the amulet skill celle-who-observed
amulet obtained as a reward for the quest Compassion of the one-who-watched Level 16Cofedered Guardian Angel1 hand Francis bicorne helmet picked up on a broken sarcophagus in the Temple of Duna , only if the Falcon in team level 16 Helmet Knight Duna helmet is picked up on the body of the damned knight Dun
(only if he was killed in action) Level 16, Force 13 Boots Knight Vrogir Boots picked up on the body of Knight Vrogir in the secret room of the Temple of Vrogir level 16, Force 13 Speaker of the Septa Shield Furious skill offered by Empyreo law that you spoke to Septom indeterm and killed her in chapter 2 level depends
on yours at the time of obtaining , Constitution 14Work Keeper Angel Aura permanently (if equipped)1 Horse fleece prince of shadow ring picked up on the body of the prince's shadow level 16Code the sword chameleon coat skills eternal storm sword in the arm found in the cave dark beach north of the region, Under the
Temple of Tir-Cendelius Level 16, Force 13-3 Memory, 6 Amadia Gloves Initiative Gloves Offered by Knight of Amadia after solving enigma temple Amadia level 17 , Intelligence 14 Man's Mesh Cotte Blafard Armor picked up on body Blafard man level 17, dexterity 14Consect toxic skin 17 Speaker False destruction of
two-handed demarcation skills made with recipe, for Quest Key Freedom Level depends on yours at the time of making ItSeed: Keyword sworn gives false skill delimitation - Back to top of the page - Back
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